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� Federación de Sociedades Españolas de Oncologı́a (FESEO) 2016

The Spanish Society of Medical Oncology (SEOM) pub-

lishes a new edition of the SEOM’s Clinical Practice

Guidelines.

Clinical guidelines are considered as a tool for giving

the patients the best care based on the most consistent

scientific evidence. Therapy based on guidelines has been

shown to lead to better clinical outcomes compared with

locally adapted therapeutic strategies and this would also

lead to improved quality of care for the patients [1].

Recently, Salvador et al. [2] reported the results of a

recent comprehensive survey conducted by SEOM. This

report reveals great variability in drug access, not only

between different regions but also between centers from

the same region.

The purposes of SEOM guidelines are, first to be a

useful tool for medical oncologists to provide the best care

for their patients based on the scientific evidence care,

considering the peculiarities of the Spanish healthcare

system. The second one is to be a reference to claim the

best treatments to health authorities and guarantee the

equity of access to the best care for all patients in our

country.

As in 2015 SEOM guidelines edition, SEOM and the

major of Spanish Cooperative Research Groups have

established an alliance to guarantee the quality of guide-

lines content and to collaborate in the selection of authors

of the manuscripts [3].

In this issue, 11 guidelines are published, ten of them are

updated topics and is the first time that fertility guideline

have been included.

Testicular cancer represents the most common malig-

nancy in males aged 15–34 years and is considered a

model of curable neoplasm. In germ cell testicular cancer

guideline, authors remark the objectives in the manage-

ment of these cancers, reducing treatment burden and

focusing on survivorship [4].

Treatment options for the management of ovarian cancer

have been also updated, including the most recent findings

in biology and targeted therapies [5].

Molecular classification, diagnosis staging and the dif-

ferent available options of treatment are discussed in

muscle-invasive and metastatic urothelial bladder cancer

[6].

In localized rectal cancer guideline, authors have poin-

ted out that localized rectal adenocarcinoma is a

heterogenous disease and the importance of a preoperative

multidisciplinary evaluation to recommend the best treat-

ment option, being surgery the mainstay of treatment [7].

Pancreatic and esophageal cancers are aggressive

tumors. Pancreatic cancer guideline has been updated.

Authors conclude that a better knowledge of the molecular

biology of this disease, focusing on personalized cancer

therapies will improve the results in this tumor [8]. There

are two different pathological subtypes of esophageal

cancer with differences in their localization and underlying

factors. Authors remark in esophageal cancer guideline, the

complexity of its management and the need of a multi-

disciplinary approach [9].

Soft tissue sarcoma and GIST guidelines have been also

updated in this issue. Soft tissue sarcomas are uncommon

and heterogenous disease and a multidisciplinary approach

is crucial for success. Diagnosis and available treatment
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options are discussed in the guideline [10]. Similarly, the

approaches to the available options for diagnosis and

treatment GIST have been updated, incorporating recent

advances in molecular findings and targeted therapies [11].

SEOM are aware of counseling about fertility preser-

vation options in young patients with curable tumors, as

another tool to improve quality of life in this population.

The incorporation of fertility preservation and reproduction

in cancer patients: SEOM clinical practice guideline is the

result of this concern. Authors discuss gonadal toxicity of

cancer treatment and options to preserve fertility in males

and females, breast and ovarian cancer especially concerns

and options in prepuberal patients [12].

Antiemetic SEOM guideline has been update this year

due to incorporate the evidences about new molecules that

have improved the control of chemotherapy-induced eme-

sis [13].

The management of bone metastases in solid tumors are

discuss in a new guideline emphasizing in the multidisci-

plinary approach [14].
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